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Description of Issue(s) Proposed Action Resources Target Date Owner(s) Progress

Maintenance issues around 

park
Trees - management plan Carry out a survey of the mature trees, then 

instigate a management plan. Obtain details 

from Amey as to whether there is a 

management plan for trees on the park and 

obtain details of planned maintenance 

programme. Investigate options / sources of 

funding for possible replacement trees

Group understand the need to be pro-active with regards to identifying which trees are causing or likely to cause a 

concern/issue and why. Tree survey to be carried out – Rachel B to coordinate and arrange the survey with Friends and 

the University. Approach in 2 stages – stage 1 carry out a visual check of what we have and stage 2 to identify the names 

of the trees etc. Discussion of the tree survey was deferred for the next meeting. Rachel contacted university and 

working on this in the summer. Ongoing project. Vikkie M to make contact with the University re: the tree survey, to see 

if they are still supporting the project. Peter H to look at the guidance and feedback with regards to trees and the 

maintenance of them.                                           Sally H to give Vikkie M the contact for the Uni. Peter H suggested that a 

tree policy being developed by the Partnership Unit. Group agreed there was a need to prioritise which trees needed 

looking at. Vikkie M to get a map, to be kept at the Pavillion and to be added to over the next few months, by Friends 

and members of the community. There are 2 separate projects: 1. To identify the different tree speicies in the Park, 2. To 

look at the health and condition and what potential work needs doing to the trees. Vicki R to email the University to 

establish whether or not they can support with either project. Janet Jackson has been identified as the contact.              

Vicki R informed the group that there was an enhanced tree management plan underway. A five year programme, the 

trees on the Racecourse are part of this plan, but the the programme for the first two years will be focussed on the 

East side of the Town, where there are reall issues with trees damaging peoples properties, footpaths, roads etc. 

Group felt that the survey would still be a good thing to do, this could hep identify the priority trees, ready for when 

any potential works may be completed. Vicki R has chased the University again. 

Objectives:

Cllr Sarah Uldall, Sally Haddon, Ian Bates,  Vicki Rockall, Steve Summers

Cllr Strachan, Patrick Conrad, Cllr Anna King, Peter Hackett, Cllr Hallam

• Delivery of events to celebrate and enjoy the Town’s heritage and culture

• To encourage active participation of the local community and park users, in discussions of issues and dissemination of information relating to the park

• To provide an active line of communication for all groups and individuals with an interest in the wellbeing and future enhancement of the park and to deal with issues of 

mutual interest to all Park users

• To develop strategies for the local management of the Park and to integrate the work of volunteers alongside others in undertaking practical work in the park

• To identify and pursue sources of funding for works identified

• Future developments informed by the views of local people 

• To produce, maintain and oversee the implementation of a Park Management Plan

Outcomes identified within the Corporate Plan:

Racecourse Park Management Committee Action Plan 2016/17
The Action Plan is a live document that is recorded on an Excel spreadsheet.  This allows for new actions/tasks to be added during the lifetime of the document.  

Completed actions/tasks are removed and added to the Completed Actions Tab.  The spreadsheet is up dated and owned by the Partnership and Communities Team. 

• Empowered local communities with a greater capacity to become involved in community life

• Promote integration and cohesion

• Appropriate support provided to those in most need

• Services are fair, accessible and responsive to individual needs residents and customers feel informed and engaged in service quality and design



Epicormic Growth Look at using Volunteers and Community 

Payback to help clear some of the epicormic 

growth around the trees

Jane Jennings suggested that because the trees are within the conservation area, any works would need approval, via 

a section 211 application that would need to be submitted to NBC. There is TCA guidance on the Borough Council's 

website and Phill Scott Colins is the tree expert for all those in the conservation areas, for the Borough. Ian B 

suggested volunteers or community payback (who are on the Racecourse every Tuesday) could pick up this project. 

Ian B to make contact with Community Payback and liaise with the Friends re: completion of the Section 211 form. 

Vicki R can get some support re: volunteers once the paperwork has been completed. 

Repair and renovation of older play 

areas

Rachel to progress with Amey – what they 

are responsible for repairing and if it needs 

stripping prior to painting. Reported that one 

play area - the swings are dangerous, the zip 

wire is gone, etc. Needs to be made safe

Direct 

Services / 

Park Ranger

Park Ranger Paint work to be completed during a volunteering day. To be arranged in the near future once a response is received 

from Amey and necessary works completed. 

Peter Mawby has supplied Rachel B with a list of what is needed and required to complete the works, Rachel B to now 

progress.  To be progressed in the Spring/Summer (once the weather has improved).Deferred for discussion at the next 

meeting.Play equipment still broken. New equipmet on order. With regards to painting - this is a lengthy project and 

doesnt fall under Amey. Can be volunteer run and will be arried out in the summer. Steve Summers contacted Miracle 

Design and Play and would be good to compare their list of what needs doing too. Quotation for needed works received 

via Steve Summers. We agreed at the meeting that the Friends will be taking this forward. Vicki R to send contact details 

of Cllrs whom the Racecourse is on their area and also the link to the small grants. The Friends,  will then write to all the 

Councillors to request a contribution to the project. Cllr Sarah Uldall already said she would donate some of her 

empowerment fund to the repair/replacement of the play equipment. As well as Cllr Strachan and Cllr Birch.                                                                                                  

Peter H to put in a capital bid for £10k which should cover the full amount needed to rennovate the equipment. There is 

£22k available for the play areas, this is a mix of Cllr Community funding and capital funding via NBC that Peter Hackett 

has bid for.                                                                                                           Vicki R to get some clarity from Peter H re: play 

equipment, what the programme looks like for completion. Including timescale and specification. Also, what are the 

arrangements re: the Friends contribution.

Concerns about Depot building - 

currently rented by Amey

Work to improve saftey of area - install 

fencing, clear up area, discuss way forward,. Hedge and fence remain in place – look to fill in the gaps where there is not fence or hedge. PH suggested Chestnut 

Paling fencing. Volunteers given the go ahead to do this. Yard area is also to be landscaped by Enterprise.

Chesnut Pailing has been delivered - Umbrella Fair and Friends will install. Police has been patrolling and not seen much 

criminal activity in area, appears to be a reduction in needles. FS and PK from UoN enquired whether they could use the 

building as a hypothetical project, however concerns about the Students safety were raised due to drug paraphenalia 

found around building. Alternative projects were discussed, such as the toilet block. PC invited PK and FS to a future 

Friends open meeting to present ideas. AM to follow up internally at NBC. This still needs to be installed. Vicki R to chase 

Amey re: landscaping the area. Agreed they would then grass this area and keep it cut. Umbrella Fair with the FOR will 

paint the building and put the fencing up.  Umbrella Fair and CAN awarded some funding to enagage with young people 

and drug users. The area has been made safe. However there is still a lot of work to be done. Vicki R to continue chasing 

Mick T to get an answer for when Amey intend to landscape area. Amey are to do the landscaping work imminently, the 

delay has been waiting for the cemetry diggers. Issue also raised about the handrail, since the fencing has been 

removed. Peter H to chase Amey for an update. Ian B to do a site visit to the area and identify exactly what still needs 

to be done. Ian B to feed through to Vicki R, particuarly in relation to the fence. 



Amey Current contractors and and engagement 

with committee. 

PMC Should be a condition that Amey should attend PMC meetings. There is a concern about current contractors and lack of 

engagemnt with PMC.  Letter to be written by Chair to Julie Seddon to  make case about this issue. Draft to send to 

AM/NM to be circulated. Response recieved from the Director of Environmental Services that the PMC's will be engaged 

with re: the environmental services contract.                                                                                              Patrick represents the 

Racecourse Park Management Committee at the user group, that he attends, which involves direct engagement with the 

review of the environmental services contract.Efforts are being made via the Cabinet member for Amey to attend the 

Chairs of the Park Management Committees Group.

Lighting Look at exisiting lighting provision Map exisiting lighting provision in the Park. Establish ownership and the programme that is being carried out by NCC.                                                                          

Vicki R to arrange for some A3 size maps to printed and left at the Guildhall Office for Sally H to pick up. Sally H and 

Cllr Uldhall to complete the survey before the next meeting.

Reducing level of crime Stated on the Northampton Observatory website that crime is quite high at the Racecourse. The park was ranked 39th in 

national ratings. This was 2011 figures. Need to improve on this. Need to create a sub group to review this. It is felt that 

the park is safe but can be an increase in casual vandalism. Need to invite Crime Prevention people to attend next 

meeting. Vicki/Rachel to report of any crime when on patrols.                                                                 Ian B having to call 

the police weekly due to the issues that he is experiencing, youths gathering out the front, reguarly calling Malcolm 

Arnold and receiving a mixed response. Confident however that things will improve, as tenants have moved in upstairs, 

the restaurant will be open in 8 weeks. Vikkie M, meeting the PCSO to do some joint patrols over the coming weeks. Ian 

B, still hoping to engage some of the young people who are causing the problems in volunteering. Ian B suggested things 

have improved greatly. He has also met with the security company who are being employed by the new restaurant to 

complete regular patrols of the area.             Vicki R to get the police stats for the last 12 months to see if crime has 

reduced (there is a feeling that it has, although not sure if this is the true picture). If crime has gone down, group to 

look at a press release, focus on the good work that has been going on. 

Discuss and agree the future use of 

the tennis courts and the bowls 

green

The NLT now manage the bookings and 

payments for the use of the tennis courts. 

Details of the tennis courts can be found at www.parkstennis.co.uk/northampton . NLT confirmed that the floodlights do 

work, but they are in discussion with NBC about getting a timer setting for the winter months.  NBC are putting a timer 

on the lights at the end of October - PH to give an update at the next meeting. Premier Tennis have been in contact with 

the Umbrella Fair Organisation, to discuss the idea of a partnership service of hiring out tennis rackets, balls, and 

booking online from the Pavilion as an extra facility.  Updates will be provided at the next meeting. Premier Tennis have 

reported 27 bookings between May and July. Would like to see more. Ian spoke to Premier Tennis to find a way to share 

bookings. No progression on this. Bookings needs to be taken in a more organised way. Need to ask for more details 

from the Leisure Trust.ACTION: Review the system on how bookings are made. should be easy and accessible.  Lights are 

now on from 4pm - 10pm for the tennis courts. Questioned whether lights needed to be on all that time. Will look at 

other options - eg sensor lights/ LED. Discussion had with regards to the potential future use of the grassed tennis 

courts.                                                                Cllr Eldred, Cllr Birch and Sally H had met with Delany re: a lease for the 

grassed tennis court. However not heard anything since. Vicki R to chase up with Assets and also speak to Cllr King, who 

has since taken over the cabinet lead for Community Engagement. Delany needs to put together a proposal for the 

space, being mindful that this may go out to tender. 

Sporting provision



Condition of football pitches  With regards to litter, the FA will be supportive of action regarding litter, however it is important to gain photographic 

evidence in order to identify the team and enforce penalties. The committee felt that there should be a zero tolerance 

approach, and to look into a deposit system, and fines and bans. LK - no further messages about litter. PC - litter has 

improved probably due to cold weather. Teams to be more responsible after the game. FA will deal with such matters 

once it is known which teams are playing. Photographic evidence is useful to prove this. Must know date and the time of 

games to let FA know. Complaints have been received about the standard of the pitches. Concern about what is used to 

mark pitches as this could create furrows. DF stated that sometimes the 7 aside pitches cannot be used as there is too 

much acid on the pitch However Amey may deem this to be ok. Any future communication regardind the pitches can be 

made to Peter Hackett who can contract contract manager. Ian to ask the running club to start and finish elsewhere and 

not on the pitches. PMC felt that there had been a significant improvement in the litter that was being left after football. 

Peter H suggested the issue had been raised with the Football Clubs, who were informed that they could be fined. Peter 

H and Delaney looking at pitches on the Racecourse and current demand. Options to look at more junior pitches if the 

adult pitches arent being utilised. Delany suggested a proposal for 2 x 11 a side pitches for juniors. Peter H suggested 

that this involved moving a couple of the adult teams. Delany to follow up with Lawrence K. Peter H happy to meet 

with them both to look at a solution which will suit all. 

Other

Catering provision on the 

Racecourse

Investigate the possibility of a facility (mobile 

van)

 A report went to the licencing committee requesting permission to advertise the pitch (that’s not for a trader, just to get 

permission to adopt the pitch). Permission had been granted for a two burger van pitches - however no funding has yet 

been allocated to fund the works, unfortunately resources are scarce and priorities have now changed since the time the 

idea was raised.This was disputed by the Committee members as there is a concern for road safety. The Cafe would be 

the premier place but need a mobile van for 2-3 hours when football is played.This was apporved by councillors and the 

protocol was followed. Letter to be written to  Julie Seddon to explain this. Vicki R to follow up current position. Friends 

and Delaney clear requirements are not for a permenant hardstanding area, only need the provision for Sat mornings for 

a couple of hours. Feedback has been given in relation to funding being an issue, as there is a need for barriers to be 

installed. Vicki R to get some clarity and ask for a response from the Licensing Manager.                                                                                             

Vicki R suggested this is achievable, first, need to identify a standing area that is suitable and get a cost for additional 

requirements such as fencing, to ensure the area is safe and practical. Vikkie M to identify space - meet with Delany.We 

had a long conversation around this and whether there actually is a need, Delany to do a bit of market research with 

the parents. The two sites that have been identified have been visited by Peter Hackett and are not suitable. So if it 

does go ahead, we need to identify another site.

Wild Flower Meadow/Daffodil 

Planting

Group interested in exploring a space for a 

wild flower meadow and or also a space for 

daffodils 

Vicki R to get some costings from Amey re: 10 meter square space, full of bulbs. Sally H to contact Marie Curie, to see 

if there is any opportunity to aquire funding, as there are Fields of Hope across the Borough in the other parks.  Jeff O 

to attend next FOR meeting, Sally H to arrange. Ask his voews on location and thoughts about daffodils verses wild 

flower meadow. 

Bonfire held at Racecourse Feedback from the bonfire event PMC The Bonfire event was very successful and it was agreed to ask NBC to host it here again. Letter to be written by PMC to 

Julie Seddon asking for this to happen next year. Whilst the PMC are in support of the Racecourse being used, a plea 

has been made to ensure the ground is re-instated to its current condition after the event. Are there any plans for 

Amey to re-instate the grass from the damage caused by the bonfire? Vicki R to get some clarity.



Suggestions for future works

Description of 

Issue(s)

Proposed Action Resources Owner(s)

Carry out a lighting 

survey in the park – 

with the intention of 

updating the old 

sodium lighting 

Contact NCC to check who 

is responsible for light and 

determine if would be 

possible to consider works 

as an energy efficiency 

measure 

Identify any possible 

sources of funding

TBC F o R

And Rachel B

Green Flag status Work towards achieving the 

green flag

Friends of 

Racecourse/ 

Direct Services

Friends of 

Racecourse / Park 

Ranger

Explore a wild flower 

meadow 

Investigate possibility, 

location etc

Friends of 

Racecourse/ 

Direct Services

Friends of 

Racecourse / Park 

Ranger

Explore heritage tours, 

utilising historic photos of 

the racecourse

TBC TBC Park Ranger and 

Friends

Ongoing debate had, as to who owns the lights on the racecourse and responsible for 

their upkeep. 

Find out who maintains the lights. In terms of works going forward, the committee 

agreed to put this action plan item on hold due to other priorities, as an aesthetic issue 

rather than a safety issue. 

Progress

Jeff Ollerton from University of Northampton spoke to the committee about the 

opportunity to have a wild flower meadow at the Racecourse, and shared a report 

outlining the proposal. The committee agreed this is something they would like to see 

at the park. It was agreed this would be discussed in further detail at the next meeting. 

Need to ask Jeff whether it is a viable idea. need concrete suggestions of locations.

Rachel working on this. 

The PMC can enter the Racecourse for the Green Flag Award directly.  

We would need to identify a lead and check what the Green Flag Award entry criteria 

is, so that planned works/improvements can be made beforehand, as it may take a 

couple of years to prepare for the first judgement to be made. Criteria bought to 

meeting and circulated to group.  For further discussion at future meeting. Rachel 

working on this. 


